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A nonthermal plasma, cold plasma or non-equilibrium plasma is a plasma which is not in thermodynamic
equilibrium, because the electron temperature is much hotter than the temperature of heavy species (ions
and neutrals).As only electrons are thermalized, their Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution is very different
than the ion velocity distribution.
Nonthermal plasma - Wikipedia
A plasma propulsion engine is a type of electric propulsion that generates thrust from a quasi-neutral
plasma.This is in contrast to ion thruster engines, which generate thrust through extracting an ion current
from plasma source, which is then accelerated to high velocities using grids/anodes. These exist in many
forms (see electric propulsion).Plasma thrusters do not typically use high ...
Plasma propulsion engine - Wikipedia
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Attorneys. Greer, Burns & Crain, LTD. attorneys have diverse technical backgrounds in the mechanical,
electrical, chemical and computer sciences, as well as other scientific areas.
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